FIRST OVER EVEREST
Purnea sequences, and evolved a number of beautiful ways of
filming the morning of the great flight. Grand shots of the
'planes being wheeled out in the dawn light on the tiny landing
ground while the mighty rampart of the Himalayas reared up
into the sky. It was a masterly effort.
Now and again I looked out of the window, feeling that the
country should be getting hilly, but it remained stubbornly
flat, and I was still looking for the mountains when the train
reached Puniea. Never have I seen so long a stretch of country
so flat. I looked for the Indian atmosphere, and remember
tiiinking, "They'll never believe any of this Purnea stuff was
taken further away than Heston." I asked where the mountains
lay, imagining we were just unlucky in arriving on a day when
visibility was bad. But no. It transpired that you may some-
times see the snows from Purnea—but not in March—only in
November or December.
A few days later, however, I did see Everest and Kangchen-
junga—thanks to Fellowes who took me up in the Puss Moth.
At a height of 10,000 feet, we broke through what was
humorously called the ground-haze, and saw the huge mass
of Kangchenjunga and then the mighty wedge of Everest.
That trip, and a later one over Darjeeling and towards
Kangchenjunga at a height of 18,000 feet, is what enables
me to write with such authority on die subject of Mount
Everest!
There followed days of work around the aerodrome, during
which we filmed all the necessary scenes of final preparation-
reconnaissance flights, testing of heated suits, oxygen cylinders,
and survey cameras.
Then we settled down to wait for die great day; but not in
idleness. From my notes of actual conferences held by the
pilots, observers, and the leader, I wrote condensed sequences
which we produced as and when the fliers could be spared
from their duties.
On these occasions we experienced all the difficulties of
recording in the open air. The conference table would be
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